More Than a Golf Car
The term “golf car” is a bit limiting for Club Car
Precedent® golf cars. These adaptable vehicles are
actually used for a variety of purposes other than
playing the world’s greatest game.

Horsing Around

Cruising the Neighborhood
The Precedent golf car is a great, energyefficient way to get around gated, country club and
seaside communities.
You can visit friends, take the kids to their tennis
or swimming lessons, run errands and explore
hidden trails and alleys.
The vehicles are quiet, easy to operate and park,
and require little maintenance. What’s more, the
Precedent is available with gas engines or zeroemissions electric motors.
They come with our exclusive Monsoon Top™
canopy that channels water to the ground, so you’ll
stay high and dry regardless of the weather.
If you want to customize your golf car, we offer
hundreds of accessories from enclosures to sound
systems to fans to the Precedent Stretch Kit.
The Precedent Stretch Kit is a no-weld, dealer
installed kit that increases comfort, fosters
interaction among passengers and enhances safety
by adding two forwarding-facing seats and 35
inches of floor space to the Precedent i2 Excel,
converting it into a comfortable four-passenger
vehicle.

Equestrians saddle up their golf cars and head
to the barn, pasture or training ring. They also
transport them to horse shows and competitions,
where they use them for local transportation.
By adding a fixed cargo box through Custom
Solutions, you can turn the Precedent into a work
vehicle and use it for cleaning stalls or hauling hay.
Add extra traction tires and a differential guard, and
you can head into rougher terrain.
Second Vehicles for Second Homes
Many people keep golf cars at their vacation
homes. They’re compact, easy to store in a garage
and enhance the vacation lifestyle. Depending on
where your home is located, a golf car can often
replace a gas guzzler.
To protect your car while you’re away, consider
our optional oversized storage cover. Made of
durable polyester, it is coated on the inside with an
anti-static material, making it ideal for electric
vehicles.
Recreational Vehicles
Once RV owners arrive at their destinations,
they need dependable local transportation. The
Precedent fits that bill. You can drive back and forth
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to the pool, golf course, boat dock or market or
simply explore the many trails that run through most
RV parks Club Car’s exclusive AlumiCore™ frame
makes the Precedent easy to transport, because it is
lighter than many competitive models.
Yet the frame’s box-beam construction delivers
the strength of a heavier steel frame that’s vulnerable
to rust.
What’s more, we offer a range of options that fit
the RV lifestyle. These include a rear seat that carries
two passengers when folded but becomes a flat bed
for carrying cargo when unfolded.
We also offer lights and turn signals for safety and
night driving, improved surface tires that promote a
smoother ride on pavement, enclosures to shield you
from the elements, and seat covers, wheel covers and
other options that let you customize your ride.

Getting Down to Business
Golf cars also make excellent small business
transportation. If you own a car dealership, motel,
storage center, warehouse or other organization that
covers somewhat extensive space, a golf car can save
hours of your valuable time.
Club Car vehicles are sold through our worldwide
dealer and distributor network. Find an Authorized
Club Car Dealer near you. Visit www.clubcar.com and
select “Dealer Locator.”
Use Your Golf Car in a Unique Way?
If so, we’d like to hear about it. Just visit
http:/www.facebook.com/clubcarllc and tell us what
you’re doing. We’ll thank you, and so will other golf
car owners.

Hunting, Fishing and Boating
Your Authorized Club Car Dealer
Golf cars also make good hunting vehicles. Many
hunters add optional high traction tires and a gun rack
that holds the barrel straight up to prevent injuries.
Boaters and fishermen often use their golf cars for
local transportation around the marina. And home
owners with acreage and hobby farmers depend on
them to traverse their land and perform chores.
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